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ABSTRACT. The coarse structure of the 14C spectrum consists of a secular trend curve that 
may be closely fit by a sinusoidal curve with period ca 11,000 yr and half amplitude ±51%0. This 
long-term trend is the result of changes in the earth's geomagnetic dipole moment. Con- 
sequently, it modulates solar components of the 14C spectrum but does not appear to modulate 
a component of the spectrum of ca 2300-yr period. The ca 2300-yr period is of uncertain origin 
but may be due to changes in climate because it also appears in the 8180 spectrum of ice cores. 
This component strongly modulates the well-known ca 200-yr period of the spectrum's fine 
structure. The hyperfine structure consists of two components that fluctuate with the 11-yr solar 
cycle. One component results from solar-wind modulation of the galactic cosmic rays and has 
a half-amplitude of ca ±1.5%. The other component is the result of 14C production by solar 
cosmic rays that arrive more randomly but rise and fall with the 11-yr cycle and appear to domi- 
nate the fluctuation of the galactic cosmic-ray-produced component by a factor of two. 

INTRODUCTION 

By the time of the 13th International Radiocarbon Conference in Trond- 
heim, Norway in June 1985, five laboratories were systematically producing 
accurate 14C calibration data at a precision of ±2 to ±3% from dendro- 
chronologically dated tree rings back to the ninth millennium BC. These 
results were summarized in the Calibration Issue of RADIOCARBON (Stuiver 
& Kra,1986). Figure 1 shows the high precision data of Stuiver and Pearson 
(1986), Pearson and Stuiver (1986) and Pearson et al (1986) for bi-decadal 
intervals plotted with the summary presented in Merrill and McElhinny 
(1983) of past variations in the geomagnetic dipole field intensity. 

As is well known, 14C is produced by the secondary neutrons released 
by cosmic-ray spallation in the atmosphere by a 14N(n,p)14C reaction and its 
production rate is proportional to M(t)_a where M(t) is the geomagnetic di- 
pole moment and a = 0.52 (Elsasser, Ney & Winckler, 1956). The rate of 
production is high when the field strength is low and vice versa. Figure 1 

shows that atmospheric 14C concentrations are in qualitative agreement with 
this relationship and, in fact, the z14C trend curve can be successfully mod- 
eled with permissible initial reservoir parameters as due entirely to produc- 
tion rate change resulting from changes in the earth's geomagnetic field 
based on the paleomagnetic data (eg, Sternberg & Damon,1979). There re- 
mains the possibility that part of this secular variation of atmospheric 14C is 
the result of changes in the reservoir parameters but, if so, it is a second- 
order effect (Stuiver, Pearson & Braziunas, 1986). It seems that Le 
Chatelier's principle tends to operate in complex as well as simple systems 
and climatically induced shifts in reservoir parameters during the Holocene 
are compensated by concomitant shifts in other parameters in such a way as 
to minimize the effect of the disturbance (eg, Damon, 1970). 
The trend of 14C, excluding short-term fluctuations, can be approxi- 
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Fig 1. High-precision data (±2%o; Stuiver & Pearson, 1986; Pearson & Stuiver, 1986; Pearson et al, 1986) 

for dendrochronologically dated, 20-yr tree-ring intervals. The equation of the curve is: 

14C (%) = 35 + 51 sin (5.826 x 10-4t - 2.401) 

corresponding to a period of 10,780 yr with a phase lag of 2.401 radians or 137.&. The 14C data are compared 
with a summary of archaeometric determinations of the strength of the earth's dipole moment. Data are from 

Merrill and McElhinny (1983). The vertical error bars are for ±95% error limits. The authors calibrated the 
14C time scale using an older smoothed calibration scheme to 6500 BP (Clark, 1975) and a linear interpolation 
to an assumed 14C true age convergence at 10,00014C yr. This affects primarily the last point which should 

be shifted from 7500 to 7800 BP. Note that the inverse relation between Q14C and dipole moment, lag time 

of the Q14C and relative suppression of the de Vries Effect or Suess wiggles when the field strength is high 

agree with modulation of 14C production by the earth's dipole moment. 

mated by a sinusoidal curve with a period of ca 11,000 years back to 6500 BC 

(Bruns et a1, 1983; Damon & Linick,1986) but may deviate from a sinusoidal 
curve prior to that time (Kromer et a1, 1986). Figure 1 shows that the trend 
curve is modulated by shorter-term fluctuations that are quasi-periodic with 
a ca 200-yr period (Suess, 1980) and correlate with sola 4minima. There is 

general agreement that the inverse relationship between C production and 
solar activity as measured by sunspots during the 11-yr solar cycle also holds 
for the various solar minima such as the Maunder, Spoerer and Wolf minima 
(Eddy,1976a,b; Stuiver & Quay, 1980) and it has been suggested that clima- 
tic effects are not the main cause of short-term variation of either 14C or 10Be 

during the Holocene (Stuiver, Pearson & Braziunas,1986; Beer et a1,1988) . 
However, other workers consider the role of climate as a forcing function is 

significant (Lal, Laffoon & Erickson,1988; Damon & Sonett,1989). We will 

refer to these solar-activity-induced, short-term secular variations of atmos- 
pheric 14C as the "fine structure". 
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MODULATION OF SOLAR-INDUCED FINE STRUCTURE BY CHANGE IN THE 
EARTH'S DIPOLE MOMENT 

If we exclude for the moment the larger medium-term fluctations that 
occurred during "Hallstattzeit" (700-200 BC)(Schmidt & Gruhle, 1988) and 
during the Little Ice Age (AD 1400-1850)(Lamb,1965), Figure 1 shows that, 
when the geomagnetic dipole field was higher than at present after 4500 BP, 
the fine structure is suppressed in amplitude and the average fine-structure 
amplitude is noticeably greater before 4500 BP when the dipole field was less 
than at present. According to Lingenfelter and Ramaty (1970, Fig 3), the 
global average production rate from solar maximum to solar minimum would 
vary by OQ = 0.3814C cm-2sec-1 for the maximum of the dipole moment at 
ca 11 x 1022 Amt to zQ = 0.6014C cm-2sec-1 for the minimum of the dipole 
moment at ca 7 x 1022 Amt. Lal (1988) predicts a greater variation in 14C 

production from solar maximum to solar minimum but approximately the 
same relative suppression of production at higher geomagnetic field 
strengths. This is in qualitative agreement with the variation in the amplitude 
of the fine structure from dipole moment maximum to minimum in Figure 
1. Thus, both the major trend of secular, atmospheric 14C fluctuation and 
the variation of the amplitude of the solar-induced fine structure are compat- 
ible with the paleomagnetic record of dipole field intensity. However, the 
unusually large "Suess wiggles" during Hallstattzeit and the Little Ice Age 
require further explanation 

In order to observe the fine structure more clearly, we remove the 
sinusoidal trend curve to obtain Figure 2 and fit the data with the ARSTAN 
cubic spline routine (Cook & Holmes,1985) with stiffness 5. The low stiff- 
ness spline clearly follows the 14C increases during the Dalton, Maunder, 
Spoerer and Wolf solar minima. Peaks of approximately the same size as the 
Maunder and Spoerer minima that occur at 250 and 450 BP also occur ca 
2700, 4870 and 7150 BP. Thus, singlet or doublet peaks of Maunder minimum 
amplitude occur every 2100-2400 yr. Next, we used the ARSTAN cubic 
spline program as a low pass filter gradually increasing the stiffness. Shown 
in Figure 3 is the fit at stiffness 20 and Figure 4 is the stiffness 80, which pro- 
duces a quasi-sinusoidal curve with a period of ca 2300 yr. Houtermans 
(1971) first observed a similar periodicity of 2250±50 yr by Fourier spectral 
analysis of the La Jolla data set. His analysis has been confirmed by a number 
of authors with values ranging from a low estimate of 2080 yr (Sonett,1984) 
and a high estimate by Suess (1980) of 2400 yr. There seems to little doubt 
that the quasi-sinusoidal variation of 2100-2400 yr is present in the 14C record 
in tree rings. A similar periodicity is present in the Greenland ice core oxygen 
isotope record, ca 2000 yr, back to 45,000 yr (Dansgaard et a1, 1971). Lund 
and Banerjee (1985) find evidence for a fundamental wave length of 2400 yr 
with harmonics at 1200, 800 and 600 yr for secular variation of the directional 
components of the paleomagnetic field in late Quaternary lake cores. They 
observe that "the fundamental wave length of 2400 yr is very noteworthy 
because that is the estimated time for the non-dipole field to rotate 360° due 
to westward drift" (Lund & Banerjee, 1985, p 821). However, because the 
intensity of non-dipole components is inversely proportional to r° where 
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Fig 2. Solar-induced de Vries Effect (Suess wiggles) after subtraction of the 10,780-yr sinusoid. Unusually 
large wiggles occur every 2100-2400 yr but, with this exception, the wiggles are relatively suppressed when 
the magnetic field was higher than at present to 4000 yr BP as expected from theoretical considerations. Stiff- 
ness (S) of cubic spline = 5. 
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Fig 3. As the stiffness of the spline is increased (S = 20), the resultant curve takes on the appearance of a 
quasi-sinusoid with harmonics. 
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Fig 4. When the stiffness of the spline is further increased to S = 80, the cubic spline curve takes the form 
of a quasi-sinusoid with wave length between 2100 and 2400 yr. Note that the solar-induced wiggles rise and 
fall with both the ca 2400-yr and 10,780 yr cycles. This is an expected result of modulation by components 
of the earth's dipole moment. 

n>3, the non-dipole field would have little affect on galactic cosmic rays 
reaching the earth's atmosphere to produce 14C. 

At stiffness 20 (Fig 3), the fundamental quasi-sinusoidal wave length of 
2100-2400 yr is already visible along with higher frequency components of 
the fine structure. Figure 5 presents the high-frequency components of the 
solar-induced fine structure after removal of the ca 2300-yr quasi-sinusoid. 
By comparing Figures 4 and 5, we see that the fine structure variability is 
highest near the maxima of the 2300-yr cycle and lowest near the minima. In 
fact, the quasi-sinusoidal variation is actually following the rising and falling 
of the amplitude of the fine structure. Also, the overall fine-structure 
amplitude is highest prior to 5000 BP, when the paleomagnetic estimate of 
the dipole field strength was much lower than at present, relatively suppres- 
sed after 5000-1250 BP, when the dipole field strength appears to have been 
higher than at present, and increases again when the paleomagnetic data 
indicates that the dipole field strength was rapidly decreasing. These 
relationships agree with expectation if the solar-induced fine-structure 
amplitude had been modulated by both 11,000- and 2300-yr quasi-sinusoidal 
components of the earth's dipole field. Damon and Linick (1986, Fig 2) mod- 
eled this effect to obtain a curve very similar to the Q14C secular variation 
curve shown in Figure 1. 

Summarizing, the non-dipole field decreases at 1/rn, where n > 3 and, 
therefore, is too weak to modulate galactic cosmic rays at relevant distances 
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Fig 5. After removal of the ca 2400-yr cycle, the modulation by components of the earth's dipole moment 
becomes even more apparent with little or no effect of possible harmonics of the ca 2400-yr cycle. 

from the earth. As yet, we do not know the cause of the ca 2300-yr oscillation 
in 14C production. 

Since the ca 2300-yr variation is also present in the oxygen isotope 
record of the Greenland ice cap as reported by Dansgaard et al (1971), an 
interesting question is raised on a relationship between the earth's non- 
dipole magnetic field and climate assuming that this correlation is not merely 
an accidental coincidence. 

HYPERFINE SECULAR VARIATIONS OF 14C: SUNSPOT CYCLE 
AND SOLAR FLARES 

In August 1969 at the Twelfth Nobel Symposium on Radiocarbon Var- 
iations and Absolute Chronology, Lingenfelter and Ramaty (1970) pre- 
sented calculations of the 14C production rate for solar cycle 19. There are 
two components of 14C production, le, production by galactic cosmic rays 
and solar flares. Galactic cosmic rays produce secondary neutrons that form 
14C throughout the earth's atmosphere whereas solar flare production of 
neutrons and consequent 14C production is concentrated in the stratosphere. 
Galactic cosmic rays produce ca 44% of 14C in the troposphere and the 
remaining 56% in the stratosphere (Lal & Peters, 1967). Lingenfelter and 
Ramaty's (1970) calculations for solar cycle 19 indicated that the production 
rate due to galactic cosmic rap's varied from 2.42 14C cm-2sec-1 at solar 
minimum (1953-1954) to 1.93 1C cm-2sec' at solar maximum (1957-1958). 
They estimated the solar flare production during that cycle to be between 
6% and 14% of the solar-cycle-averaged cosmic-ray production rate with ca 
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70% of the production resulting from the single large flare of February 23, 
1956. They pointed out that the negative correlation of 14C production with 
solar activity would be completely obscured by the enhanced production 
from solar flares during that cycle. Castagnoli and Lal (1980, p 153) suggested 
that "it should be possible to see such solar flare effects in careful ring by 
ring (tree rings) analyses". The calculations of these researchers led us to 
make a study of single rings from the Radio Ridge tree. We used high-preci- 
sion proportional counting and determined the carbon isotopes in cellulose 
from annual rings (Linick et a1, 1986). 

The Radio Ridge tree (Douglas fir) grew in the Santa Catalina Moun- 
tains of southern Arizona before it was cut during the winter of 1969-1970 
(32°26'N, 110°47'W; elev 2740m). The transition from sapwood to heart- 
wood occurred prior to the 1940 ring but the extraction of cellulose avoids 
any error due to radial translocation of carbon (Cain, 1976; Long et a1,1979) . 
We chose to study the period from 1930-1955 because the high-precision data 
of Stuiver and Quay (1981) for cellulose extracted from single tree rings from 
their tree C show pronounced maxima and minima approximately a decade 
apart for this period. Tree C is a Douglas fir that grew on the Olympic Penin- 
sula. Our results for the Radio Ridge tree are presented in Table 1 and plot- 
ted along with the results from tree C in Figure 6. The counting precision for 
both sets of data averages ca 1.6%0. 
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Fig 6. Arizona data (D) for Radio Ridge annual tree rings from the Santa Catalina Mts compared with the 
data of Stuiver and Quay (1981) for annual rings of a tree that grew on the Olympic Peninsula (+). The 
curves are displaced but each curve shows all of the significant features contained within the other. Note that 
the Olympic Peninsula tree's Q14C lags that of the Radio Ridge tree during the increase due to nuclear 
weapons after 1951. 
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TABLE 1 

Carbon isotope analyses for Radio Ridge single-year tree ring samples 

Lab no. Year AD &3C (%o) 

A-4498 1930 -23.39 1.4 
-4499 1931 -23.08 1.5 
-4500 1932 -22.97 1.3 
-4496 1933 (_23.00)* 1.7 
-4497 1934 (-23.00)* 1.5 
-4240 1935 -22.71 1.6 
-4241 1936 -21.62 1.8 
-4245 1937 -21.07 1.7 
-4271 1938 -22.02 1.5 
-4272 1939 -21.94 1.5 
-4280 1940 -21.86 1.3 
-4281 1941 -22.30 1.5 
-4282 1942 -20.95 1.5 
-4283 1943 -21.14 1.6 
-4284 1944 -21.65 1.2 
-4285 1945 -22.11 1.3 
-4294 1946 -21.57 1.6 
-4295 1947 -21.05 1.7 
-4296 1948 -21.27 1.8 
-4297 1949 -21.58 1.8 
-4298 1950 -21.37 1.4 
-4299 1951 -21.13 1.5 
-4300 1952 -21.18 1.5 
-4301 1953 -21.11 1.5 
-4302 1954 -21.54 1.6 
-4303 1955 -21.58 1.7 

*&3C values in parentheses were not measured, but estimated from values measured for tree 
rings of adjacent years. 
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Fig 7. A correlation curve for the two sets of data show two lines parallel to the perfect agreement. The 
correlation coefficients for the two lines, excluding the data for 1947 (47), are surprisingly high (0.988 and 
0.959). If we assume that the upper line is slightly displaced due to a calibration difference, the other Olympic 
Peninsula tree rings are still displaced by 3%0 lower than the Radio Ridge tree rings. Such a displacement 
could be produced by a mixing of 3% of 10% depleted CO2 from the prevailing air mass. 
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Figure 6 shows that both sets of data present the expected Suess-effect 
decline in 14C activity, in parts per mil (L\ 4C) relative to mid-19th century 
wood, resulting primarily from the combustion of fossil fuels. The pro- 
nounced maxima and minima are present in both data sets, which also show 
the pronounced increase in 14C activity after 1951 that resulted from nuclear 
weapons tests. By 1955, 14C activity of the Radio Ridge ring for that year 
had risen to +5.1±1.7%o (Table 1), placing it far off the graph in Figure 6. 
Also, except for 1947, the Arizona data always indicate a, more or less, 
higher 14C activity, averaging ca 2.5%0. Just before this study, we had com- 
pared seven decadal samples of Bristlecone pine from the White Mountains 
of California with Stuiver and Quay's (1980) decadal data for tree rings from 
Douglas fir that grew in Oregon and found no significant difference (Linick 
et a1, 1986). This difference of 2.5%o would not be difficult to rationalize as 
the result, eg, of a mixture of only 2.5% of 10% 14C-depleted CO2 derived 
from the marine upwelling with undepleted CO2 in the prevailing air masses 
of the Olympic Peninsula. Upon plotting a correlation diagram of the 
Washington and Arizona data, we were surprised to find that the data lie 
with high correlation around two completely separate lines closely parallel 
to the line of perfect agreement (Fig 7). Excluding the anomalous 1947 data, 
the correlation coefficient for the upper line is 0.988 and 0.959 for the lower 
line. If we assume that the displacement of the upper line is the result of 
calibration difference, correcting by that amount would still leave samples 
on the lower line depleted by ca 3%o in 14C. If the discrepancy is due to north 
Pacific Ocean upwelling, this would require, eg, 3% of 10% depleted air in 
the resulting air mass reaching the Olympic Peninsula. This does not seem 
to be an inordinate amount but would require episodic mixing. As an exam- 
ple of a possible air mass mixing effect, consider the eight years from 1947- 
1954. The first five of these years lie near the line closest to perfect agree- 
ment. During the remaining three years, 1952-1954, the specific 14C activity 
of the Arizona tree increases at a greater rate than the Olympic Peninsula 
tree. This might be expected from the closer proximity of the Arizona site 
to the Nevada testing area considering prevailing movement of air masses in 
western North America. In this case, Arizona air need only be enriched by 
ca 3%o relative to air prevailing over the Olympic Peninsula. More detailed 
discussion of meteorological factors is beyond the scope of this paper. 

The next step in analysis was to normalize the data to correct for the 
bias between the two sets of data by multiplying each Washington datum 
point by the slope appropriate to the line it falls closest to and adding the 
appropriate intercept. The slopes are so nearly unity (1.002 and 1.035) that 
the correction is almost equal to adding 1.4%o to Washington data lying 
closest to the upper line and 4.2%o to the data lying on the lower line. The 
data were then averaged to obtain the composite data set shown in Figure 8. 

Comparing Figures 8 and 6, normalized composite data set reproduces 
all of the significant features shown by either data set separately. Because 
our purpose is to evaluate the effect of solar flares, we next removed the 
Suess effect and the 11-yr cycle of galactic cosmic-ray-related 14C production. 
We approximated the Suess effect by a cubic spline (ARSTAN program) 
with stiffness (S) 35, which is the solid curve in Figure 8. The predicted 11-yr 
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Fig 8. The data are normalized and plotted (s). Two cubic splines are fit to the data. One follows the wiggles 
(S = 8,+) and the other follows the trend (S = 35,-). A third curve is obtained by a linear ht for the 
relationship between 14C production and sunspots during the 11-yr solar cycle (see text). The production rate 
is then modeled and plotted (Q) using the box-diffusion model of Oeschger et al (1975). Note that the cubic 
spline (S = 8) is distorted relative to the expected 11-yr cycle. 

cycle in 14C was obtained by using a linear approximation relating Lingenfel- 
ter and Ramaty's (1970) production data to the Zurich sunspot numbers (S): 

(1) Q = 2.434-0.00264 S 
14C sec_ lcm 

e 
2 .. 

We then calculated the production rate for each year relative to the mid- 
19th century production rate and fed this into the box-diffusion model of 
Oeschger et al (1975). Details of deriving the 11-yr cycle of 14C from the var- 
ious published box models are given in Damon, Sternberg and Radnell 
(1983). Figure 8 shows the sum of the 11-yr cycle in 14C and the estimated 
Suess effect, which may be compared with the cubic spline with S = 8. The 
cycle produced by the S = 8 spline is short by a year and relatively distorted. 
We then subtracted the sum of the Suess effect and the predicted 11-yr cycle 
in 14C to obtain the residual signal, which would be the part of the original 
secular fluctuation that cannot be explained by the Suess effect or the galactic 
component of cosmic rays. Presumably, this would be the solar cosmic-ray 
component primarily related to solar flares. The residual is shown in Figure 
9. 
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Fig 9. The sum of the trend curve approximating the Suess Effect which is dominantly due to combustion of 
fossil fuels and the predicted 11-yr cycle is subtracted from the normalized data points (Arizona = + , 

Washington = Q, average = ) and plotted. The residual signal shows ±3% fluctuation followed by an 
increase in the early 1950s due to explosion of nuclear weapons. 

Figure 9 shows that the residuals from both sets of normalized data are 
very similar. Also the fluctuation of the residual signal is twice the intensity 
of the predicted 11-yr cycle produced by solar modulation of galactic cosmic 
rays or ±3.5% rather than 3.2%o peak to peak. Figure 8 shows that the distor- 
tion of the 11-yr cycle produced by the cubic spline with S = 8 is caused by 
the tendency of the cubic spline to follow the larger residual signal. In Figure 
10, the residual signal is compared to Aa* indices and the Wolf sunspot 
number. The Aa* indices are derived from Aa indices that reflect the mag- 
nitude of short-term (3 hr) random occurrences of magnetic activity obtained 
by using antipodal magnetic stations in England and Australia (Mayhaud, 
1972). Index values above 60 are considered to be highly significant solar 
storms. The Aa* indices above 60 are summed for each year for the plot in 
Figure 10. 

Figure 10 shows that (Aa*60) and the 14C residuals reach minimum val- 
ues during the sunspot minima and reach maximum values during the falling 
part of the sunspot cycle (AD 1938-1941) or the rising part of the sunspot cycle 
(1946). Thus, there seems to be first-order evidence for a solar component 
to the residual 14C signal. However, a closer look leads to questions such as 
why does the residual 14C signal lead the (Aa*60) indices during the first 
part of the solar cycle and why is there little or no lag time between (Aa*-60) 
maxima and residual 14C maxima? These second-order discrepancies may lie, 
at least in part, in the assumptions and approximations that were made. For 
example, we have assumed a linear relationship between 14C production and 
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Fig 10. The average residual plus 5% (LI), sunspot numbers multiplied by 0.05 (+) and the sum of all Aa* 
indices exceeding 60 [(Aa*-60) x 0.005,01 are plotted and joined by lines. The arrows are for the sum of 
monthly solar storms of magnitude Aa* >_ 120. Note that both residual 14C and the Aa* index are a minimum 
at solar minimum and maximize during the rising or falling part of the solar cycle. The residual 14C approaches 
zero during solar minimum and rises ca 6%o following solar minimum. If this rise is attributed to solar protons, 
the average 14C content of the atmosphere is increased by 3%o during the 17th and 18th solar cycle. Because 
the attenuation of the box-diffusion model as parameterized is 54, solar protons produced an amount of 14C 

equal to 16% of the 14C produced by galactic cosmic rays. Second-order discrepancies are discussed in the 
text. 

sunspot number. Also the indices used, eg, sunspot number and (Aa*60), 
are not perfect indicators of galactic and solar proton fluence. 

As mentioned before, the solar-proton-caused fluctuations of 14C is 
twice the amplitude of the 11-yr cycle in 14C due to galactic cosmic rays. This 
suggests that the average 14C level of the atmosphere was raised by 0.3% 
during the 17th and 18th solar cycle. The attenuation of an 11-yr cycle in the 
Oeschger et al (1975) box diffusion model with a separated stratosphere and 
troposphere and the Lingenfelter and Ramaty (1970) production function is 
a factor of 54. Multiplying the 0.3% by 54 yields a 16% contribution by solar 
protons to the 14C production rate during those cycles. Lingenfelter and 
Ramaty (1970) calculated a contribution of 14% at 20% normal cutoffs for 
the 19th solar cycle. They obtained 6% for normal cutoffs. Our values for 
the 17th and 18th solar cycles are compatible with Lingenfelter and Ramaty's 
(1970, p 527) assertion that "geomagnetic storms following major solar flares 
can reduce the effective cutoff rigidities to as small as 20% of the normal 
cutoff rigidities". 
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CONCLUSION 

The following conclusions appear to be warranted from our analysis: 
1) The spectrum of atmospheric 14C variations consists of a long-term 

trend that can be fit by a ca 11,000-yr sinusoidal curve with half amplitude 
±51%, fine structure including a ca 2300-yr period with half amplitude 
±3.5%o and a ca 200-yr period with half amplitude that does not exceed 
± 15%o during the last seven millennia. There are two components to the 
hyperfine structure. One is the result of solar-wind modulation of galactic 
cosmic rays with a half amplitude of ca ±1.5%0. The other is the result of 
solar cosmic rays that arrive more randomly but rise and fall with the 11-yr 
cycle and appear to dominate the fluctuation in the galactic component by a 
factor of two. 

2) The long-term trend is caused by variation of the earth's geomagne- 
tic dipole moment. The ca 2300-yr period is of uncertain origin whereas the 
other fine and hyperfine components are the result of solar modulation. Both 
the geomagnetic field and the ca 2300-yr period modulate the solar-induced 
components of the fine and hyperfine structure. 

3) The proton fluence from solar flares is effective in producing 14C. 

Its contribution to atmospheric 14C production durin the 17th and 18th solar 
c cle was 16% of the alactic - 

g 
y g cosmic-ray produced C. 

4) Point 3 is compatible with a reduction of the effective cutoff rigidity 
to 20% of the normal cutoff rigidity during intense solar flare activity as 
suggested by Lingenfelter and Ramaty (1970). 

5) Further refinement of the analysis of solar-flare-produced 14C 

requires 14C analysis of more recent tree rings that record 14C levels during 
a time when more information is available. 

6) The record of solar-flare-produced 14C in tree rings provides the 
opportunity to search for unusually intense solar proton fluences during the 
last nine millennia. 

The existence of the large secular variation of atmospheric 14C, shown 
in Figure 1, had been established by the time of the 12th Nobel Symposium 
in August 1969 (Olsson, 1970). The de Vries Effect fine structure due to solar 
activity had also been established, as well as Lingenfelter and Ramaty's 
theoretical basis for the hyperfine structure resulting from the 11-yr cycle in 
the galactic cosmic-ray flux and solar-proton-related production of 14C. 

Emulation of the high standards of precision and accuracy established by G 
W Pearson at Belfast University and M Stuiver at the University of 
Washington has made it possible to verify Lingenfelter and Ramaty's predic- 
tion of the role of solar protons. We now have the opportunity of extending 
the meager 50-yr record of these events back through the Holocene. The pre- 
cise data for calibrating the 14C time scale make it possible also to define fine 
structure in the variation of the earth's dipole moment. We never cease to 
be amazed at the wealth of information contained within the carbon isotope 
record in tree rings. 
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